USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10208.09

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
OPS_Cailand says:
::sits at her console... blinking every once in awhile..... Trying to decide exactly what to do about her surveillance...::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE USS GENEVA IS CURRENTLY ON PATROL
CEO_Stricker says:
::Is on the bridge and at ENG 1 of the Geneva::
CNS_Bauer says:
::in his office shifting through reports::
CMO_Tunik says:
::in sickbay realigning a man's bladder::
AFCO_Gambit says:
::still at the helm watching the sensors::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Sitting in Main Engineering working on his "containment problem"::
CO_Eden says:
::Steps out of her Ready Room onto the bridge::
TO_Usimov says:
::continues to scan box, hoping her fears are correct, but not knowing if she really wants them to be::
OPS_Cailand says:
::curls her fingers up into a soft fist, so she will refrain from drumming her manicured nails on the console.... hmm...::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV*: Stricker to Jacobs: How is everything going down there Commander?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE GENEVA IS ALSO PASSING SEVERAL SECTORS WHERE MAPS ARE BADLY LACKING
AFCO_Gambit says:
::looks over at Cailand and smiles::
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CEO*: Everything is fine here... just my simulations are not coming out as I would like.
CO_Eden says:
::Observes the bridge crew just for a second from her place before moving to her chair::
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: Now what’s this about? ::Looks at PADD:: SELF: Report on my department and my staff...... hmmmmmmm...
OPS_Cailand says:
::doesn't notice the AFCO, and goes back to work on her console.... still pondering....
TO_Usimov says:
::scanning box every which way, but still not sure what is in there::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV*: Well Commander, please make use of some of my officers down there. I'll be here on the bridge if you need anything. I myself am just going over inventory. I'm sure I'll see you down there in a bit. Keep me informed on the progress please.
CO_Eden says:
TO: Ensign, how is our mystery box doing?  Is it still... wrapped?  ::Smiles and sits, this seems like a big fuss over nothing::
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: That the blue blazes is this about.
CMO_Tunik says:
::finishes the last adjustment:: Crewman: I have told you multiple times that some dishes aren't meant for you. Most dishes humans make aren't healthy for them. ::begins sealing his abdomen:: I am giving you a direct order. Stay away from the foods I have listed. If not, I will restrict your replicator privileges.
XO_Shras says:
:: leaves his office and heads for the turbolift ::
AFCO_Gambit says:
CO: Captain, this sector we are passing through seems to have been missed as far as my star charts show. Could we possibly do a mapping survey?
XO_Shras says:
TL: Bridge
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Sighs:: *CEO*: I will... if there is any.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Tosses it to the black hole section of his desk::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Crewman> ::nods:: CMO: Understood... ah... sir.
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Yes, sir, it is still wrapped; I am not sure what it is.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV*: I really do hope there is Commander.... Stricker out!
CMO_Tunik says:
::finishes sealing his stomach:: Crewman: I trust that you will take the rest of the day off. Let your body heal normally. If you wish to eat something human, try one of their fattening dairy products.
CO_Eden says:
AFCO: That was actually a part of our orders.  Map away Ensign.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes to replicator:: COMPUTER: One ice pack, please.
XO_Shras says:
:: enters the bridges, passes in front of OPS and descend to his chair ::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Crewman> ::nods while sitting up slowly:: CMO: I'm really sorry sir. It... It won't happen again.
AFCO_Gambit says:
::smiles:: CO: Aye Ma'am.
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Sir, may I show you what I am finding on my console?  I don't think we want everyone to know about this.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Goes over his inventory list since the starbase and sends the information into a PADD::
CMO_Tunik says:
Crewman: I will trust your word Crewman. ::waits for him to get to his feet:: Dismissed.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Gets an idea::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE GENEVA PASSES A STAR SYSTEM WHICH TRIPS SENSORS CAUSING AN ALERT TO SEVERAL MONITORING SYSTEMS
CNS_Bauer says:
::Reads a file from a PADD While waiting for his ice pack.  He takes it places it on the back of his neck while walking back to his desk to sit down::
CO_Eden says:
::Rises from the chair and walks around to the Tactical console::  TO: Sure, what do you have?
AFCO_Gambit says:
::brings up the sector grid and begins a sensor sweep to mark locations of sector star bodies::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE SENSORS SHOW SEVERAL UNUSUAL TYPES OF ENERGY READINGS
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Ma'am, something has tripped an alarm to some of my systems Captain.
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Sir, ::shows console to the CO:: I think there is a lifeform in that box.  I do not know how it got in the cargo bay.
XO_Shras says:
SO Dillard: What is causing that alarm?
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Inputs his data and reruns a simulation::
CMO_Tunik says:
<Crewman> ::walks out of sickbay slowly::
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods to Berlin who walks over to him:: Berlin: You wished to talk to me about something?
AFCO_Gambit says:
CO: Captain, navigational sensor alarms have just sounded as well, but I don't see anything out there to trigger them.
XO_Shras says:
AFCO: What have you got on the scanners?
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Notes that though Containment Field integrity drops by 92%, she holds::
AFCO_Gambit says:
XO: That's just it sir, nothing registers yet.
XO_Shras says:
CO: We should slow down and investigate
CO_Eden says:
TO: Have it beamed to a secure science lab.
CO_Eden says:
TO: We should be able to perform adequate scans there to find out what it is.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Thinks this could have been avoided if hadn't been for the blonde on the beach...... lost my concentration... that's all.::
TO_Usimov says:
::whispers:: CO: Yes, sir...
TO_Usimov says:
::beams box to the science lab...
XO_Shras says:
CO: Your orders captain?
CEO_Stricker says:
::Monitors his systems, making sure something isn’t wrong::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Runs the simulation again::
TO_Usimov says:
::whispers:: CO: it definitely looks like one of those tribbles... I know they are illegal, but I think one couldn't hurt as it can't replicate, and they are just so cute.
CO_Eden says:
AFCO: Slow to impulse.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE GENEVA IS SUDDENLY BOMBARDED BY HIGH INTENSITY SENSOR SWEEPS, FROM OUTSIDE THE SHIP
AFCO_Gambit says:
CO: Aye Ma'am, slowing to impulse. ::taps the console::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Rubs his wrist...... mostly out of habit now:: GOLIATH: Think I should see what the deal is on the bridge or just hang out?
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> CMO: Sir. I sense something happening in you. Something... different. I feel like you're here... but something else is inside of you.
CO_Eden says:
::Goes slightly pale:: TO: Just... make sure it stays contained.
AFCO_Gambit says:
XO/CO: We are being scanned by high intensity beams.
CNS_Bauer says:
<GOLIATH> Gives his "I could care less look".
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: Berlin: You have nothing to worry about Ensign. There is something inside of me. However, further information is confidential. You are to keep what you know to yourself.
OPS_Cailand says:
::frowns:: CO: Captain, my readings confirm the AFCO's.
XO_Shras says:
CO: Recommend yellow alert...
CNS_Bauer says:
GOLIATH: Big help sport.
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Sir, I am going to activate the shields, something seems to be scanning us from the outside.
CO_Eden says:
::Puts aside the tribble situation:: TO: Yellow Alert.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::blinks:: CMO: O... K. ::smiles:: Understood sir.
TO_Usimov says:
::activates shields::
CMO_Tunik says:
::nods:: Berlin: I will be in my office if I am needed.
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Yes, sir, I will be sure that it is contained sir.  Yes, sir, yellow alert sir... I have activated the shields.
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues monitoring the sensor sweeps, frowning the whole time... hmm... this isn't cool...::
Host Bob_SM (Yellow Alert.wav)
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::nods:: CMO: Okay sir. ::walks to a biobed and hovers::
TO_Usimov says:
::watches over her console and scans to see what is scanning us::
CMO_Tunik says:
::enters his office:: Berlin: You are free to work on your project in the Medical Lab.
CMO_Tunik says:
<Berlin> ::nods and smiles:: CMO: Thank you sir. ::exits sickbay... heads for medical lab::
CMO_Tunik says:
::sits in his chair, looks at his computer::
CMO_Tunik says:
::remembers when half the ship got sick from Born's bad soup::
CMO_Tunik says:
::remembers when he first delivered Arietta into the world::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: AFTER THE SENSOR SWEEPS, THE SHIP IS THEN BOMBARDED BY AN UNUSUAL FORM OF ENERGY.....  VARIOUS SHIP SYSTEMS BEGIN SHUTTING DOWN
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Captain, several of the ship's systems are shutting down. Cause not yet known ma'am!
OPS_Cailand says:
::frowns and stands up:: CO: Captain, ship systems have begun random shut-downs.... it appears from......::scans:: a form of energy outside the ship, unknown origin.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Gets aggravated that his computer simulations shut down::
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Can we stop it?
OPS_Cailand says:
::begins working rapidly on bringing systems back up, cursing to herself in Romulan a couple times::
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CEO*: What's going on up there?
CNS_Bauer says:
*BRIDGE*: Excuse me.... but, is everything ok up there?
TO_Usimov says:
::checking sensors yet again to see where that energy is coming from::
OPS_Cailand says:
CO: Unknown..... Checking.... ::continues working::
CO_Eden says:
::Thinks, "They just fixed my ship... now it's broken again?"::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV*: Cause yet unknown Commander but system are shutting down. I'm trying to compensate now!
CO_Eden says:
*CNS*: Not exactly Lieutenant... you'd better come up here.
OPS_Cailand says:
CO: No ma'am, we cannot stop it.
CMO_Tunik says:
::curious what is going on, and if people can get hurt from this::
CNS_Bauer says:
*BRIDGE*: On the way.
CO_Eden says:
AFCO: Propulsion?
TO_Usimov says:
<Self> Okay, so there is no stopping this energy, not even the shields seem to be helping.
AFCO_Gambit says:
::checks her display for any problems:: CO: Warp systems are down at the moment and impulse seems to be alright for now.
CNS_Bauer says:
GOLIATH: Fate?... I gotta go..... Try not to sleep to hard...... ::Smiles at his best friend and exits out the office door and to a TL::
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues working, glancing and working a moment on the part of her station behind her::
TO_Usimov says:
OPS: Is there anything we can do about this energy?  It seems to be wreaking havoc with my shields.
CMO_Tunik says:
::tempted to press his combadge, but would probably be in the way... goes back to updating the Crewman's medical records::::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Enters TL:: COMPUTER: Bridge, please.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Stops his work and begins checking on the cause of the systems failures::
OPS_Cailand says:
::doesn't glance up at the TO:: TO: We cannot stop it.... I believe it will continue to "wreak havoc" with the shields... I am working on the problem.
CO_Eden says:
CEO/OPS/TO: Work together to find the source of the energy and the sensor sweeps.  Commander Stricker, you'll also have to work on getting the systems back online.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Goes through all systems on the Geneva, frantically trying to save the shut down sequence::
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues working rapidly:: CO: Captain, all systems are going into their specific shutdown modes. Life support is limited.
CO_Eden says:
AFCO: Put us at all stop for now.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Arrives on bridge and exits through the door::
TO_Usimov says:
OPS: Thank you. It seems to be using up all the energy we have.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Notes that just about all systems are shut down and the ship is on backup power::
AFCO_Gambit says:
CO: Aye Captain, impulse just shut down anyway.
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods to the captain:: CO: Captain, may I inform the CMO of the current situation? This energy could pose a threat to the crew, and the life support will be a problem.
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Yes, sir, OPS and I are already working together, sir.
CO_Eden says:
OPS: How much longer until life support is affected?
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Yes ma'am, I'm going through that right now. I’m trying a system by system status check and am compensating!
CNS_Bauer says:
::Walks to Captain....:: CO: what's up?
XO_Shras_ says:
CO: I don't think we have any choice; all systems are shut down or in the process of.
AFCO_Gambit says:
::looks at the small green line as it slowly turns to yellow then red. Self: There she goes.
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THERE IS AN OPEN EXHAUST DAMPER ON EACH OF THE WARP NACELLES
CMO_Tunik says:
::finishes updating the crewman's medical records... then logs it in his medical books::
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues working, calculating the time in her head::
OPS_Cailand says:
CO: Captain, life support is being affected. It is on limited power now.
CEO_Stricker says:
OPS/TO: Do any of you have anything on this sensor sweet?
CO_Eden says:
CNS: The energy from our ship is being sucked out and systems are powering down automatically... I was wondering if you had any suggestions?
TO_Usimov says:
OPS: This definitely is NOT good. Is there anything we can do?
OPS_Cailand says:
::shakes her head negatively at the CEO:: CEO: Not at the moment. I will begin working on it.
AFCO_Gambit says:
CO: Captain, we have open exhaust dampeners showing on both nacelles.
OPS_Cailand says:
::hands fly over her station, both in front and behind her::
TO_Usimov says:
CEO: We cannot find anything at the present time.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks around the bridge hoping to get a clue as to why the yellow alert::
CO_Eden says:
::Nods:: OPS: Inform the Doctor... and send out a signal to Starbase 245 or any ship in the area informing them of what's happened.
CO_Eden says:
XO: Have you ever seen anything like this Commander?
AFCO_Gambit says:
CEO: Sir, you better check these readings out.
CEO_Stricker says:
::Nods at the TO and OPS::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: I suppose we did the shields thing, right?
CEO_Stricker says:
AFCO: Is that what I think it is? Any open damper on the nacelles Ensign?
OPS_Cailand says:
::sighs and nods to the Captain, sending out the message to the ships while reaching out with her mind to Tunik:: ~~~CMO: We have a situation... systems are going into shutdown mode, we are being bombarded by an unknown form of energy, and the life support systems are on limited power.~~~ ::can't help not hiding the slight emotion in her voice::
TO_Usimov says:
::moving back to console::
AFCO_Gambit says:
CEO: Yes sir, on both of them.
XO_Shras_ says:
CO: I can't remember experiencing a drain of energy like that
TO_Usimov says:
OPS: Even the weapons system is shutting down.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Has anything changed since we left starbase?
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Shields are being drained too.
TO_Usimov says:
CO: The shields are no longer effective, sir.
CEO_Stricker says:
AFCO: Ok... I'm still trying to prevent the shut down of our primary system. Is there anything you can do Ensign? If not I'm happy to prevent this
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues working:: CO: Captain, our critical systems.... shields, life support, weapons.... are all at minimal power and are gradually diminishing.
XO_Shras_ says:
CO: We will have to seal some compartments to save on power
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Tries to figure out what is shutting everything down::
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Figured the shields were out.
OPS_Cailand says:
TO: I noticed.... .::continues working::
CMO_Tunik says:
::not use to getting telepathic messages:: Self: Are internal communications no longer functional?; ::stands and exits his office:: Madison: Prepare for possible injured.
AFCO_Gambit says:
CEO: Not sure sir, but I will try. ::smiles weakly::
CO_Eden says:
XO: Order all hands off non-essential decks...
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Sir, our shield, life support and weapons are at minimal strength and slipping ma'am.
XO_Shras_ says:
CO: We should evacuate the outer areas of the ship while we try to find out what is happening...
TO_Usimov says:
::working to get more power to the shields and weapons::
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CEO*: I have no idea what is happening down here.  Everything is shutting down for no reason at all.
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Have we checked for alien life forms I got a very distinct but short sensation earlier in my office.
CO_Eden says:
CNS: Everything was fine until the sensor sweeps. If we can get in contact with whatever's doing this, I'd like you to be here.
TO_Usimov says:
OPS: All my tries to get more power to the shields and weapons are failing.  What in the world is that out there?
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV*: There was a sweep externally and it has made our systems shut down and power going to minimal. If there is anything you can do to keep our main systems operational please to so Commander
XO_Shras_ says:
CNS: We will need Lieutenant Cailand to help us in here but your professionalism and position will be best used in the evacuation coordination...
CNS_Bauer says:
CO: Of course I'm not goin' no place.
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Lieutenant, send a hail on all channels before we loose communications.  If someone is out there, I want them to hear us.
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances up and over at the TO, almost responding in Romulan, but stops herself:: TO: I wish I knew.... I cannot spare anymore power from anywhere. It is all disappearing.
OPS_Cailand says:
CO: Yes ma'am, I have been several times already. ::continues sending out a distress signal...even though she doesn't like it....::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: A HUNDRED, A THOUSAND, A MILLION SMALL SPECKS ENTER THE GENEVA WARP NACELLES... UNDETECTED
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Aye, Sir.
CO_Eden says:
OPS: Keep it up until we can't anymore.
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods to the CO absently, her hands working quickly::
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CEO*: Working on it... Self: wish I knew where to start.
CMO_Tunik says:
::preparing sickbay for possible injured::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV*: Start by trying to compensate for all our system at their main panels down there and try to get them back up to main power Commander
OPS_Cailand says:
::tries to keep systems running, continuing to hail on all channels::
AFCO_Gambit says:
::plays with the helm systems trying to figure out why the engines shut down::
TO_Usimov says:
OPS: there is now something entering the ship - not too sure what, but there is definitely something in here.
OPS_Cailand says:
CO: No response to hails yet Captain. I shall continue my efforts.
CEO_Stricker says:
AFCO/CO: Our warp nacelles aren't getting any better and I've tried everything. It maybe something external...
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CEO*: Already tried that one...  see if one of our Science guys can tell us what type of energy hit us, I'll keep working down here.
CO_Eden says:
CEO: I would count on it... looks like we're stuck here for now.
AFCO_Gambit says:
CEO: No way to shut the dampers sir?
XO_Shras_ says:
OPS: Give me enough power to bring back the sensor logs....
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks up at the TO briefly:: TO: I cannot confirm your conclusion yet..... ::looks back at her sensors, taking them back the last few moments:: XO: I am currently working on the logs over here Commander.
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Well we have impulse power for now. I’m more concern about the life support system Captain
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: SHIP PERSONNEL NEAR THE OPEN WARP NACELLE EXHAUST PORTS COLLAPSE AS THE SWARMS OF SPECS QUICKLY OVERTAKE THEM
XO_Shras_ says:
:: sits in Science, unaware that he took the place of Ensign McDowell ::
OPS_Cailand says:
::scans through them, then stops and sends them down to the console nearest the XO::
CEO_Stricker says:
AFCO: So many systems are shutting down at random that I do not want to start pulling the plug, so to speak. It may affect other systems too.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV* Commander, just do everything you can please and it is noted!
CMO_Tunik says:
::remembers where he used to be when these situations like this took place on the Expedition:: Madison: Inform me when injured arrive. ::walks to the exit... and stops:: I'm going to the bridge. ::walks to turbolift::
XO_Shras_ says:
OPS: We need to know what is causing this power down, it cannot be system failures, we just repaired them....
CO_Eden says:
CNS: No answer to hails.  Looks like we're not going to have much luck there.
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues trying the hailing frequencies:: XO: I concur Commander.
AFCO_Gambit says:
::looks at the CEO and gives him a "I know you're doing your best" look::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Is distracted by TO Usimov::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: SEVERAL MORE MEMBERS OF THE CREW ARE ATTACKED.....  WITNESSES BEGIN TO REPORT IN TO THE BRIDGE
CEO_Stricker says:
::Looks back at the AFCO:: AFCO: you've got it there Ensign!
OPS_Cailand says:
::frowns:: CO: Captain, reports are coming in that....::reads::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Senses the same emotion of calmness in her::
CMO_Tunik says:
::before entering turbolift:: Computer: Is turbolift functioning?
TO_Usimov says:
::sees Zach looking at her::
AFCO_Gambit says:
::is surprised that the CEO can read her mind::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Smiles at TO, slightly embarrassed::
OPS_Cailand says:
CO: Specs of light are overtaking the crew.... it appears to have begun nearest the nacelles
CNS_Bauer says:
::Walks over to her::
CO_Eden says:
::Receives the reports:: CEO: Evacuate and seal off the exhaust chambers immediately!
CEO_Stricker says:
::Gives the AFCO an “I’m not psychic look”:: AFCO: I can sense it, not read it.....
OPS_Cailand says:
::watches the CNS with a raised eyebrow::
XO_Shras_ says:
:: hears the word "overtaking" and turns his attention to OPS ::
CNS_Bauer says:
TO: Hi sorry I was starring.
TO_Usimov says:
<Self> There is absolutely nothing I can do to fix those shields or weapons and things are diminishing rather quickly.
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Yes ma'am! ::seals off and evacuates exhaust chambers:: System are being evacuated Captain!
TO_Usimov says:
CNS: No problem CNS.  That is a compliment as far as I am concerned.
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances toward the XO, then back down to her console, continuing to work rapidly::
XO_Shras_ says:
OPS: Where are they now?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: CREW REPORTS COME IN... THE ATTACKED PERSONNEL APPEAR SEMI-CONSCIOUS, BUT ARE HEAVILY RESTRAINED.... BY RIBBONS OF ENERGIZED MATERIAL, WHCIH HOLDS THEM FIRMLY TO THE DECKS OR WHATEVER THEY ARE CURRENTLY ON
TO_Usimov says:
::sees Zach turning a little pinkish::
CMO_Tunik says:
::takes the lack of response from the computer as a no... and enters Jeffries Tubing... climbing up... always up... to the bridge::::
CNS_Bauer says:
TO: I'm getting a weird vibe from you.... your happy.... in a good mood...... anything change for you like recently?
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: A PECULIAR BUZZING NOISE ACCOMPANIES THE SWARMS
CEO_Stricker says:
CO: Those stations down at the exhaust chambers are full evacuated ma'am!
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: ATTEMPTS AT EVACUATING CONTAMINATED AREAS ARE IN ACTUALLITY ONLY PARTIALLY SUCCESSFUL. HOWEVER, THE SHEER NUMBER OF SPECKS IS OVERWHELMING AND ARE OVERLOOKED BY INTERNAL SENSORS
OPS_Cailand says:
::checks her sensors, attempting to track their movements:: CO: Captain, the crew reports those attacked are... restrained... by ribbons of energy.
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Keeps trying to find out why systems are down, completely unaware of the specks::
XO_Shras_ says:
TO: Seal all decks, post guards at all access points
TO_Usimov says:
CNS: Yes, you are correct, I am VERY happy.  Actually, once this is all over we, I mean I would like to meet with you.
OPS_Cailand says:
::frowns and looks up at the XO:: XO: I could track them, Commander, if there was power to do so. Regrettably, there is not.
CO_Eden says:
*CIV*: Keep an eye out in Engineering, Commander.  Those specks of light aren't very friendly from what we've heard up here.
TO_Usimov says:
XO: Yes, sir.
XO_Shras_ says:
TO: Put the ship on intruder alert...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Waves at OPS::
AFCO_Gambit says:
::pounds her console:: Self: Darn it! Why won't this thing work?
TO_Usimov says:
XO: Yes sir.
Host Bob_SM (IntruderAlert.wav)
TO_Usimov says:
ALL:  The ship is now on intruder alert.
Host Bob_SM (IntruderAlert.wav)
AFCO_Gambit says:
:;hears the intruder alert Klaxons::
CO_Eden says:
*CMO*: Doctor, what's your status?
CIV_Jacobs says:
::wonders what the alarm is going off::
OPS_Cailand says:
::glances up, too busy to do much but nod at Zach::
CEO_Stricker says:
Self: Oye, what now?
CMO_Tunik says:
::hears the intruder alert alarm... and climbs the last portion of the Jeffries Tube... meets the access panel to the bridge:: *CO*: Captain, if my memory serves me correct... I am only ten meters from your position. ::opens the access panel... and enters the bridge::
AFCO_Gambit says:
::works on getting her sensors working if only partially::
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks up at the AFCO's pounding::
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow, turning back to her console busily::
CO_Eden says:
::Sees the CMO come out of an access panel:: CMO: What's sickbay looking like?
AFCO_Gambit says:
:;looks over at OPS:: OPS: Sorry, got a bit carried away there.
CMO_Tunik says:
::closes the access panel:: CO: Sickbay is ready for wounded. Why did you sound intruder alert?
CNS_Bauer says:
TO: Sure we'll meet. Anything out of your normal routine happen?
TO_Usimov says:
Alpha Team: we need some guards posted around the ship.  Seems we have some intruders aboard.
OPS_Cailand says:
::nods:: AFCO: I know the feeling... ::continues working, glancing up to see the CMO::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV*: What is the status down there Commander?
CO_Eden says:
CMO: We're being... ::Pauses:: Invaded.
CO_Eden says:
TO: Has anyone gotten a clear tricorder scan on these light specks?
CMO_Tunik says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CO: Cardassians, Klingons, Romulans?
XO_Shras_ says:
:: Sees the CMO coming from an access hatch :: TO: How could he get here? Seal all the decks....!!
TO_Usimov says:
CNS: Nope, well actually, yes, Wolfgar and I.... I mean, can we chat when things aren't quite so hectic up here?
AFCO_Gambit says:
::hears "invaded" and looks back at the Captain for a moment::
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CEO*: No progress here.  I can't even figure out what is causing everything to shut down...  what's the intruder alert about?
OPS_Cailand says:
::overhears the CMO and only wishes it was one of those three species....::
CO_Eden says:
CMO: Unidentified light sources.
CNS_Bauer says:
TO: Yeah, yeah but....... oh never mind.
TO_Usimov says:
CO: No sir, I am still trying to scan, but they seem to be just that, light specks, there doesn't seem to be anything to scan - I am still trying, however.
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV*: We're being invaded Commander that is why the alert went off. How are the life support system? If necessary I may need you to take a trip to the life support station and figure out what is going on
CMO_Tunik says:
::thinks... "Light sources. Hmm. Explains why they drained our power." :: *Madison*: Ensign. Seal sickbay until further notice.
TO_Usimov says:
CNS: I am sorry, it is just a little bit crazy here, and Wolfgar and I do really need to speak to you the next time we aren't so crazy.
CO_Eden says:
TO: Watch for the energy readings; that could be the key.
XO_Shras_ says:
AFCO: Get those phasers out of the storage compartment and distribute to everyone
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CEO*: Life support is holding for now, I have someone monitoring that continuously.
CNS_Bauer says:
::Stands out of the way::
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Yes sir, I will do that...
OPS_Cailand says:
::continues trying to hail with what power is left::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Rubs his neck::
CEO_Stricker says:
*CIV*: Excellent Commander and be on the look out for the intruders, do whatever means necessary Commander
TO_Usimov says:
::scanning the energy readings::
CIV_Jacobs says:
::Arms himself and make sure the other engineers do so as well::
XO_Shras_ says:
CNS: Help Gambit securing the bridge please
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: IN ALMOST NO TIME, 25% OF THE CREW IS ATTACKED AND SECURED
AFCO_Gambit says:
XO: Yes Commander. ::stands and heads to the storage locker and grabs several phasers:: All: Here you go... ::starts handing out the weapons::
CIV_Jacobs says:
*CEO*: Very well, Jacobs out.
CO_Eden says:
::Dreads the question, but needs to ask it:: OPS: Life support Lieutenant... how much longer?
OPS_Cailand says:
CO: Captain, 25% of the crew is reported... attacked and secured...
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Aye 
TO_Usimov says:
CO: Something is attacking the crew sir; they got most of my security team.
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks up, eyes filled with dread and face emotionless:: CO: Not much longer Captain, it is fluctuating.
AFCO_Gambit says:
OPS: Here, take this. ::hands her a phaser::
CMO_Tunik says:
CO: Captain... on the off chance that these creatures do take over this ship... I suggest programming the ship to self destruct.
OPS_Cailand says:
::raises an eyebrow at the AFCO and takes the phaser::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Follows gambit and secures a weapon::
AFCO_Gambit says:
CEO: Here you go. ::smiles::
OPS_Cailand says:
::looks up sharply at the CMO at his suggestion::
CO_Eden says:
CMO: It's crossed my mind... but I won't leave a fourth of my crew behind.
XO_Shras_ says:
OPS: What deck are they occupying?
OPS_Cailand says:
XO: Engineering decks.... moving upward...
AFCO_Gambit says:
XO: Commander, your phaser.. ::hands him one::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Takes the phaser:: AFCO: Oh geez, give the pacifist a weapon
XO_Shras_ says:
CO/CMO: If we can first contain the invasion we can prevent that outcome....
CNS_Bauer says:
SELF: It's like we got gremlins.
Host Bob_SM says:
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